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This network is initially operated
by our group, the students of
the Hochschule Bremen and
the Hochschule für Künste.
This model is intended to
work with the respective local
companies, associations or
individual persons. They would
like to exhibit their creativity
in order to draw attention
to their performance and
temporarily rent a container
or even a combination of
several containers and become
container sponsors. First of
all, this network requires a lot
of input and investment and is
then carried by the users and
operators themselves.
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All in all, these hotspots all over
Bremen offer places for people
who want to show, share, live out,
exhibit, expand and develop their
creativity. From language courses,
to child care, to art exhibitions or
simple small co-working spaces
with an integrated café, almost
everything can be offered and
tested in these containers.

installation and recycling

Based on the analysis
of creativity in the city of
Bremen, it has become clear
that Bremen not only needs
a new creative location,
but that it needs an entire
creative network in the city
in order to keep the young
and creative graduates in
the city.
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In order to convey this idea to the
potential users of the network, we
have developed a uniform layout
with a distinctive recognition
value for the containers as well
as for the entire project, which
spreads throughout the city. The
individual hotspots are always

in the same red color with the
associated similar logo designed
and vary only in their numbering,
use and arrangement. Interacting
with visual perception in urban
space, an app supports the
entire concept. All participating
creative users will be made aware
of new hotspots, different events
and possible co-users through
this application. By using these
hotspots, the exchange between
people is automatically created,
creating new connections. These
new contacts mean that visitors
not only stay in their district, but
also like to visit another, even less
known, district for one event, thus
promoting the creative potential of
the city of Bremen.
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The idea was to distribute the
available containers of the red
village to various places in all
parts of Bremen to create new and
different creative hotspots.
The special feature of this
concept is that the necessary
creativity of the city of Bremen
always adapts to the supply and
demand of the population living
in this city and is therefore fluid.
The individual hotspots are thus
always temporarily placed in use
and location. This developed
network is growing and shrinking
and always moving, depending on
how the offer is accepted.
We think that the city of Bremen
will develop into a creative
stronghold because the hotspots
with their temporary, yet sitespecific use, address any industry
with different creative needs.

How did we operate this container network?

Analysis of the creative potential of the city Bremen
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The new container for bike lovers.

We are Red Grid Team and these hotspots throughout
Bremen offer places for people who want to show,
share, live, exhibit, expand and develop their creativity.
From language courses, to child care, to art exhibitions
or simple small co-working spaces with an integrated
café, almost everything can be offered and tested in
these containers.
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HfK students will be exhibiting on Red Grid # 12 this week and
welcoming everyone.
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The new container for bike lovers.

went for a walk on Ludwig-Franzius-Platz and had a coffee on
Red Grid # 11.

The RED GRID app structure is divided into four parts: Recommend,
RED GRID, RED GRID, and Personal Information.
Recommendations recommend suitable containers according to
personal preferences and at the beginning of the login a hobby survey
takes place.
RED GRID moment will update the latest developments of the Red Grid
team and the joy. You can also give ideas to the Red Net team, find out
what types of containers other users like, and be friends with people
with similar interests.
Nearby, RED GRID provides all container locations in the city and can
drive to your nearest container.
Personal information can be personalized.
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Walk along the Ludwig-Franzius-Platz
and have a coffee on Red Grid # 11.
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Hastedt

Hastedt is a district that is located in the east of Bremen. Due to many settled schools,
day-care centers and nursing homes, many families are located in this neighborhood. The
creativity in this place refers above all to new ideas, fantasies and perceptions of children
and adolescents and thus offers another position for a creative hotspot of the Red Grid
with a specific use for this district.
The weekly market Hastedt borders on several schools and kindergartens of this quarter
and is weekly with a market and other events recorded. Containers at this site can serve
as childcare initiation points with an integrated playground to connect to educational
establishments in the area. Furthermore, language courses in the tandem system can
take place at this central point in the district, or it can be used as a contact point for inschool research projects for children and adolescents.
The arrangement of the containers results from the alignment and edges of the urban
development to be found. The constellation opens to the square to play together with the
events taking place there. A demarcation to the streets offers additional protection for the
children.

Neustadt

The Neustadt is a young district on the left side of the Weser in the south of the city, which
is currently changing and is developing into a creative district. With its proximity to the
University of Applied Sciences Bremen, local transport and many social meeting places,
this district is a trendy place to live, especially for young people and students. Hotspots
of the Red Grid network support the creative potential in this district and promote the
communicative, imaginative and artistic exchange between people.
The Delmemarkt is located in the center of the old New Town and is a busy square, where
several events are held weekly. A container constellation in this location supports the
already used event space and can also interact with it. The use of the individual hotspots
can vary between mobile cafés and flea market or weekly market stalls. Other co-working
spaces on the upper floor are related to higher education and not only offer students the
opportunity to work.
The arrangement of the containers results from the alignment and edges of the urban
development to be found. The constellation opens to the square to play together with the
events taking place there.

Überseestadt

The Überseestadt is a new, still under construction district in the west of Bremen. This
district is home to many new, creative companies and start-ups. The proximity to the
College of Arts supports the already existing creativity in this district. A hotspot of the Red
Grid in the Überseestadt is therefore of major importance in order to further expand the
creativity flow of the network.
The Ludwig-Franzius-Platz in Überseestadt, with its waterfront location, offers a special
and creative location for a combination of red containers. The use of the hotspot at this
location can relate to and support the fast-moving daily routine of the young companies.
The arrangement of the containers results from the alignment and edges of the urban
development to be found. The constellation opens to the square to play together with the
events taking place there.

Walle

Walle is a district of Bremen, which is located just outside the city and therefore requires
more networking to the city center. Thus, it offers an ideal position for the creative network
of the Red Grid to attract attention. Currently, Walle is more of a neighborhood that lacks
creative locations and a redesign or restructuring is also a revaluation for the district.
The location, the parking lot at the Wallecenter, is an ideal area for a constellation of red
creative containers due to its good transport links. As a use in this case, a workshop, for
example, arranged bicycles, which can cooperate with the bicycle shop in the immediate
vicinity. In addition, small workplaces offer meeting places for students and employees.
The arrangement of the containers refers to the grid of parking lots and harmonizes with
them without interrupting or stopping the traffic. Rather, these unremarkable, yet stringent
in the grid.
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